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Day 1 Recap!!
 Opening ceremony was a huge success, containing

guest speeches from 4 influential and diplomatic

persons. 

Lobbying began for many committees, resulting in

many resolutions learned, spread, and made all over

the conference 

 In some committees, debate began, generating

rigorous questions, answers, and clauses! 

Overall, the first day of the DIAMUN conference was a

grand accomplishment, and will surely be one to go

in the record books. 
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Earlier today at 11:30am GST, the representative of the Chinese government and the President of China, Mr. Xi

Jinping attended a meeting in the UNRC committee of DIAMUN, to address and make a speech about the crisis

that the committee was dealing with. The crisis in question was dealing with a group of extremists in Russia, who

were holding a group of school students and staff hostage. After some debate and discussion among the delegates

of UNRC, they voted on asking Russia’s close ally, China, to help by providing additional military forces to attack the

extremists. Once the decision was made, it was discovered that China was the one who initiated the extremist

attack. 
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Press Corps Article - UNRC & Mr.Xi Jinping
Article by: Trisha Vora

His Excellency Xi Jinping then joined the committee

as a guest speaker and made a riveting (yet

extremely controversial) speech against Russia. He

started off by explaining the pains of being Russia’s

neighbour, and how much the Russian president

was disliked and that “when it comes to

international affairs, a global median of roughly 1 in

4, 26%, say they have confidence in the Russian

leader” – directly quoted from his speech. Multiple

statements were made, elaborating on the Chinese

representative’s dissatisfaction and discontent with

the past actions of the Russian federation, such as

cyber attacks and the funding of uprisings. The

president then went on to highlight how he, as a

“strong believer in international stability”, had no

choice but to annex Russia, and that his nation’s

military power and technological advancement

makes them an opponent that no other country

should dare to oppose. Along with this threat, he

reassured the delegates that his motives were

ensuring global stability, which according to him

was not being achieved due to Russia. The

remarkable speech was ended with the bold

declaration that “it’s not the world we live in that’s

the problem, it’s the people that are the problem,

and the main person we have a problem is Vladimir

Putin.”

While the delegate of Mr. Jinping’s speech was (in his opinion) powerful, truthful, and non-biased, many

of his words were extremely controversial and were met with many questions from the other delegates of

the committee. Such points of information were calling out the president’s mentions of the issues Russia

has caused and how the Chinese regime has done most of the same things if not almost all, and

questioning the delegate’s condemning of Russian crimes when such crimes occurred daily in the

Muslim concentration camps located in China. Every point of information made by a delegate in the

committee was met with a brutal response from His Excellency, consisting of a violent tear-down of the

delegate’s country, followed by a reinforced threat from China to that delegate and the country they

represented. 

All in all, it was an informational speech, and interesting to watch all the controversies and threats that

were dished out by the delegates. 
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Day 2 Debate Highlights

The General Assembly 1:
So far, committee session has been quite productive. We began our

first resolution today and it is amazing to watch delegates such as

Norway fighting against United Kingdom on the use of artificial

intelligence in the military. Flow is amazing, speaking is amazing -

GA1 will only get better from here!

World Health Assembly: 
We’ve discussed 3 resolutions in the first day which made it super productive

and there were wonderful points, motions and amendments being made by

almost all delegates. Two out of the 3 resolutions had passed with sublime

main submitter speeches. The chairs were especially amazed by the quantity

and quality of amendments that were made to strengthen the resolution.

Overall the delegates lobbied and debated at a high quality despite the large

number of first time delegates that we had



Arab League:
We are having nice debates in our committee. Everyone has been active

and we try to encourage the delegates who are not. We have been receiving

a lot of amendments which is a positive thing. Almost every speech has

points of informations directed. The delegates seem interested and invested

in the resolutions. We have debated 1 resolution and it passed. Now we are

debating our second resolution and they seem even more excited and

enthusiastic.

UN Environmental Programme:
Today, we are discussing 2 resolutions, one for each topic (topics 1

and 2). In the first session, we are debating resolution 2, who’s main

submitter is France and session 2 would be a debate on resolution 1,

submitted by Germany. We will also be having a deputy chair of

another committee acting as a guest speaker, most likely towards

the end of the day. 

The General Assembly 4:
We have had substantial lobbying on the 3 dynamically-evolving agendas that our

committee - SPECPOL or GA4 - will discuss in the conference. Each bloc we had had

varying approaches to creating a resolution - but one thing that stuck out to us was the

quality and logic of points being brought out. As such, all 6 resolutions have been

completed and sent to the AP for approval, from which 4 have been approved and are up

for discussion. The resolution on the responsibility of ex-colonial powers on their previous

colonies is currently being discussed, with fiery speeches and thought-provoking POIs in

committee. We as chairs look forward to debate! 
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Youth Assembly: 
We finished debating on 2 resolutions on topic one. We had a guest

speaker to try to improve the mood of the room. Overall, the progress

has been great and a lot of the delegates have more potential than

first thought. Special mentions to Vaibhav and Rishab. we have also

received a lot of position papers. just a question as to how we mark

them!

UN Security Council:
We debated the issue on the situation in Iran, certain clauses were passed;

however many of the clauses were vetoed and the committee went into a

P5+1 caucus to attempt to avoid the vetoes. The committee has finished

Adhoc debate on the first topic, and have passed 5 of the 14 clauses which

were debated. The committee is currently lobbying for the second topic

and waiting for approval to finish debate on the resolution for the first topic.

International Court of Justice: 
Over the course of committee proceedings, the judges at the International Court of Justice

heard the case at hand and were engaged thoroughly with proceedings. The advocates

presented a strong case for both sides which helped to sway judges. A particular highlight was

the Witness Examinations, which saw the Advocates and Judges question the multiple

witnesses who were present. This examination involved questions fired left, right and center,

often putting the witnesses in a difficult position to answer. Another highlight was the

questioning of the Advocates, which saw the Judges question integral aspects of the

arguments raised by the advocates. Overall, the ICJ was an entertaining committee filled with

quips and remarks.
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